Tanglewords® is like a Word Search Puzzle, but in reverse. In this puzzle, the diagram contains blank squares into which YOU write the missing letters, completing the diagram as you fit the words into their correct places. Circled letters already entered are the starting letters for one or more words (in fact, any letter may be part of more than one word, as in a Word Search Puzzle). Beginning ONLY with a circled letter, fill in each word in a straight line forwards, backwards, up, down, or diagonally. Words may overlap or cross in any direction, but no square, black or white, may be skipped over. "PREFERENCE" has been filled in to start you off. When all the words have been correctly entered, there will be a letter in every white square.

Solution is on the next page.

For all your favorite puzzles go to
PennyDellPuzzles.com
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